De-Stress Techniques
part 1

Emotional De-Stressing
Technique
Negative attitudes such as unforgiveness, disappointment, regret, blame or
bitterness cause bodily stress, which in turn lead to more serious health problems.
Relieve your stress with this simple and effective technique.
1.

Press one hand against your forehead so that your palm and fingers cover the
two dots on the diagram.

2.

Lightly tug the skin on your forehead in one direction – hold your hand against
the skin; do not massage. Many people find a downward tug feels best.

3.

Hold about four minutes while first thinking of the things that cause you stress.
You may want to re-imagine peaceful outcomes and health-promoting
changes in these areas that will bring joy.

Some people may feel a faint pulse over these points. If the pulse on one
side is different from the other side, it often becomes synchronized as
emotional tensions are released. Don’t be surprised if a strong emotional
release occurs; it’s always good!
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De-Stress Techniques
part 2

Physiological De-Stressing
Technique

Face

Stress receptors are areas on the skin that correspond to internal
organs, muscles and body regions. Massage the head’s stress
receptors to enhance the health of your entire body. Using full hand
contact, cover many different stress receptor points at the same time.
1. Relax, breathing deep and slow through your nose.
Following diagram, briskly massage both hands
(palms flat) over as large an area of stress receptor
points as they can cover. Do this for 3 breaths, in and out.

Top of Head

2. Using both hands (palms flat), vigorously massage back
and forth along all vertical (up-and-down) diagram lines.
3. Repeat with both hands on horizontal (back-and-forth)
diagram lines.
4. Massage palms over all diagram circles, remembering the
temples, base of skull, bridge of nose, jaws, and under nose.

Perform this entire procedure three or
more times a day, depending on your
personal level of stress.

Back of Head

Side of Head

A time-saving alternative is to massage
the scalp “freeform” while applying
shampoo to your hair in the shower. You
will receive health benefits simply by
massaging any way you feel comfortable.
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Listen to your body. Certain parts of your head will cry out,
“Rub me more!” Give those areas more attention. — Dr. King

